BASIC PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

- When running meetings, here are some of the rules, the language and order that can help them proceed in an orderly fashion. It is important to review and practice it with all of them early, so every member feels informed and equipped to fully participate in meetings.

- President calls meeting to order ("this meeting will come to order").

- Only those who get recognized by the chair may speak during a meeting which has “come to order.”

- Side conversations are not allowed; if someone wants to speak, it should be to the whole group (unless someone gets permission from the president to have a small side conversation for the purpose of furthering the meeting).

- The president acts as a neutral “gatekeeper” in discussions of matters to be voted upon.

- In order to discuss something, the group needs to vote on, someone (other than the president) has to make a motion or proposal ("I move that...happens").

- The president should do substantially more facilitation of conversation ("what do you think, Pat?") than talking him/herself.

- In order to even discuss a motion, someone has to “second” it ("I second the motion").

- The minutes need to reflect who makes motions, who seconds them and what exactly the motions are (so the secretary may ask the chair to clarify these things at any time).

- If there is no second, the motion dies (will not be discussed).

- If there is a second, the president calls on people to speak for or against the motion (giving reasons to vote for or against).

- If someone who supports the basic motion wants to suggest a change within the motion, he/she may make a "friendly amendment" in the form of a new motion "I would like to move that the current motion be amended like this:...". If they just don't agree, that's what they say and it doesn't alter the actual motion.

- The motion to make a friendly amendment either gets a second and the newly altered motion gets discussed or it dies and discussion returns to the original motion.

- The president usually sets a limit of so many minutes for consideration of a motion and may ask speakers to (a) wrap up their point soon and/or (b) only speak if they have new thoughts on the topic.

- Anytime someone who gets called upon can “call the question,” meaning that if someone else seconds that “call” the group must vote at that time on the motion “on the floor” (being discussed).

- Once a vote is taken by eligible voting members, the secretary announces the numbers and the president announces whether it “passed” or not.
The president then gives directions or requests that appropriate action be taken by whomever is responsible to act on the motion that has been “passed.”

The president then thanks the participants for their discussion and/or makes suggestions for how to perhaps have a better discussion the next time.

At the end of the meeting, the president asks for a “motion to dismiss.” Someone seconds and the president asks for a vote. If it passes, the meeting is officially over.

**BASIC LEGISLATIVE MOTIONS**

**Move to Amend:** To change the wording, add or delete something from a piece of legislation (i.e. minutes, attendance, Constitution or By-Laws). “I move to amend ____.”

**Move to Table:** To set something aside until the next meeting (i.e. proposals). “I move to table ____.”

**Move to Call the Question:** To ask for an immediate vote on legislation. Takes a 2/3 majority. “I move to call the question for ____.”

**Call for Consent:** To ask the body to pass a motion without a vote. Used to save time when a motion will clearly pass. “I call for consent on ____.”

**Object to Consent:** To object to call for consent. If one person objects, a vote must be taken. “I object to consent ____.”

**POINTS**

**Point of Information:** To ask a delegate, guest speaker, or officer a question. “Point of information - what day is this event supposed to be held?”

**Point of Clarification:** To ask for, or to give, a minor clarification on a matter. “Point of clarification - this event will be held on Monday.”

**Point of Order:** To bring a procedural mistake to the attention of the chair. “Point of order - we should have called for a vote on this issue.”

**Point of Personal Privilege:** To make a request regarding your own personal comfort. “Point of personal privilege - May we turn the lights off to better see the screen?”

**MOTIONS RELATED TO THE MEETING**

**Move to Recess:** To take a short break in the meeting. Must call for a second. “I move to recess five minutes.”

**Move to Adjourn:** To end the meeting. Must call for a second. “I move to adjourn.”

**OTHER MOTIONS**

**Move to Reconsider:** To undo the vote on a piece of legislation - the same meeting or the next. Must call for a second and be voted upon. “I move to reconsider the vote to approve the ice cream social because ____.”

**Move to Rescind:** To strike down a previously passed piece of legislation and usually comes after the move to reconsider. Must call for a second and then be voted upon. “I move to rescind the ice cream social event.”

**Move to Take from Table:** To untable a piece of legislation. “I move to take from table the zoo proposal that was tabled last week.”
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